
It’s a Snap 
Snap Tray 

 
Looking for an easy-to-make gift that is both beautiful and useful?  The It’s 
a Snap, Snap Tray is a perfect choice. You can whip one of these up in 30 
minutes or less*.  
 
This tray travels flat. Turn it into a true tray with sides by pinching the cor-
ners together and letting the Velcro work it’s magic. Voila, a tray. Use it by 
your bed to corral your glasses, jewelry, your medication, anything you 
want keep by your bedside. 
 
Use it when you travel to ensure you go home with everything you brought 
with you. The Snap Tray is perfect for travel because it travels flat. 
 
Place the tray behind your sewing machine. All of your tools will stay put 
instead of rolling to the floor. 
 
Make one for yourself and one for each of your friends. 
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Materials: 
2 pieces of fabric the desired size.    

 A) The tray in the picture on the front page is 12” x 12” which requires fabric 
12 1/2” by 12 1/2” 

 B) A smaller size is 9 3/4” x 6 3/4” flat—use fabric 10 1/4” x 7 1/4” 
                      If you are using embellished fabric, embellish before cutting. 

 
 
2 pieces of heavy iron-on interfacing, sometimes called craft weight interface. Each 

piece is the same size as the fabric you have chosen above. 
 
1 piece  canvas mesh or cardboard for the bottom.   The piece will be the size of the 

bottom.  For choice A the stiffener will be 9” x 9”  For choice B the stiffener will be   
8 1/4” by 5 1/4” 

 
4 pieces of Velcro  approximately 1/2” x 1/2”, each piece will need both sides, the hook 

and the loop. 
 
Air Erasable Marker 
 

Instructions: 
 
1. Interface both pieces of fabric. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
. 
2. Place the two pieces right sides together  and sew 

on three sides.  
      Turn right side out and press the edges. 
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3. Create the pocket for your stiffener.  
 Center your stiffener on your fabric.  Using your air eras-

able marker, mark around 3 sides of your stiffener. 
 
 Move the stiffener away and stitch on the line you’ve just 

drawn.  Make sure the marks are gone before ironing 
your piece. You can remove the marks with water, if 
necessary. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Slide the stiffener into the 
pocket, then stitch across the top, hold-
ing the stiffener in place 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
5.Turn in the top edge and edge stitch around all 4 edges. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
6.  Place Velcro in the corner as shown, one piece of 

hook, one 
piece of loop 
in each cor-
ner.  Sew 
each piece 
down.  
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Voila 
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530 333 1964 


